Global Market Access
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A precise
commitment:
to facilitate the sale
of our products
worldwide.
When designing and manufacturing
lighting devices, we are committed
to providing certainties people can
count on. Our distinctive global
approach is also reflected in our ability
to facilitate the business
of our customers worldwide,
by offering products strictly compliant
with international standards.
Not to mention our specific
competence with regard to market
access, expressed in practice through
advice on export issues in relation
to the certificates required by every
single state.
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Wherever
you want to export to,
we come up with
the solution that gives you
the easiest way to do it.
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A full set
of certifications,
which guarantee
that our products
can be sold
anywhere.

Our products are subject to very strict regulations, which change from country
to country, meaning we need to give them a specific set of marks, markings
and certificates, maintained through regular checks and inspections
by independent bodies. By checking the correspondence between output
and the sample tested for type-approval, these third parties confirm
the transparency of our policies in this area.
Complying meticulously with the laws regulating product responsibility
in the various markets, we give all our devices a complete set of certificates,
so we and our partners, whether furniture manufacturers or distributors,
can to export anywhere, with no operational hitches with customs, or even bans
from access to specific markets.
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We offer our customers
the ability
to take on the global market
without problems
or restrictions.
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The marks
required
for access
to the global
market.

Our commitment with regard
to global market access translates
into genuine commercial advantages
for our customers. This is ground
on the sheer hard work of keeping
up to date with the international
industry standards, supported by
continual investment in the relative
tests and inspections, enabling us
to be present with our products in more
than 70 countries on every continent.
Unlike many competitors, we extend
the compulsory certificates
with voluntary forms of certification,
essential to allow our partners,
whether distributors or furniture
manufacturers who incorporate lighting
systems in their finished furniture,
to export our devices to every corner
of the planet, with the certainty that
they can access any market.
On the following pages, we list
the certification schemes,
marks and markings that guarantee
Domus Line products smooth access
to every country in the world.
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CE marking

European Union, Iceland, Norway and Switzerland
The CE marking, compulsory for European Union
countries, confirms that our products are compliant
with all Community requirements
with regard to design, manufacture, placing
on the market, use and disposal.

ENEC Mark

European Union, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey
For the European Community market, as well
as the compulsory CE marking we have adopted
the voluntary ENEC mark, a credential that provides
additional proof of quality, since it confirms
that we have the tests and inspections required
for the CE marking of our products performed
by an independent, external organisation, which
guarantees our transparency and our determination
to comply with the Community directives.
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UL Mark

USA and Canada
For the North American market, we have chosen
a very large assortment of our products and UL
certified them. The voluntary UL mark certifies
products’ conformity after thorough inspection,
in accordance with the UL standards for the United
States and CSA for Canada, performed by independent
global organisation Underwrites Laboratories Inc.
North American consumers recognise the UL mark
as one of the most trusted symbols and the marking
certifies our devices’ constant compliance
with the relevant safety regulations.

EAC mark

Countries of the Eurasian Customs Union:
Russian Federation, Republic of Belarus,
Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of Kyrgyzstan,
Armenia
The compulsory EAC mark proves that our products
comply with all the technical regulations
of the Eurasian Customs Union. It is the prerequisite
for placing lighting devices on the markets
of all Eurasian Customs Union member states.
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CB SCHEME

International Scheme
The CB SCHEME is the world’s most widely
adopted system for the certification of electrical
and electronic products, including lighting devices.
Our membership of this programme, used between
business partners on the basis of mutual recognition
of safety test reports and certificates, serves as
an international “passport”, earning our products
guaranteed access to the markets of more
than 80 countries.

RCM MARK

Australia and New Zealand
Thanks to collaboration with the regulatory
authorities in Australia and New Zealand, with test
and electromagnetic compatibility reports, we are
able to ensure that our devices certified with
the RCM mark can be exported to these countries.
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A system
of competences
enabling us
to capitalise
on international
business
opportunities.
The incessant updating of international standards offers our customers and us
the chance to multiply our market shares and capitalise on the opportunities
for international business.
The regulatory scenario on the global market is complex; many countries have
their own rules, which not only lay down the technical requirements applicable
to electrical and electronic equipment, but also establish the procedures
for proving its compliance. We are quick to identify the potential implications
of regulatory changes for products’ conformity and to come up with solutions
ahead of time.
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We give our customers
the key
to trouble-free access
to the markets of any country.

Examples
of customised
certification projects.
We offer our customers customised certification management projects, with specially
assigned project managers and technical staff, streamlined procedures and constant
updates. As the examples below show, our certifications are universally recognised
as trusted safety symbols.
Let’s take the case of an Italian fitted kitchen manufacturer which wishes to export its
products, complete with Domus Line lighting
devices, to Canada. What should it do?

Now let’s look at the example of a Turkish
bookshelf producer which wants to export its
products, complete with Domus Line lighting
devices, to Germany.How should it proceed?

First of all, it should choose a Domus Line
product with cULus or cETLus certification.
If the devices are going to be placed on the
market in Canada exactly as supplied by us,
it doesn’t need to do anything else, because
they are already marked for the Canadian
market. We will provide it with details of the
certification if requested.

The first thing it should do is to choose a Domus Line product with CE certification. After
which, if the devices are placed on the market in Germany exactly as supplied by us, it
doesn’t need to do anything else, because
they already have certifications for the Turkish market. If requested, we will provide details of the CE and ENEC certifications.

What procedure should be followed by a
Serbian bathroom furniture producer which
wishes to export its products, complete with
Domus Line lighting devices, to France?

Let’s take the case of an Indonesian fitted
kitchen manufacturer which wishes to export
its products, complete with Domus Line lighting devices, to the USA. What will it have to
do?

Firstly, it needs to choose a Domus Line product with CE certification. After which, if the
devices are placed on the market in France
exactly as supplied by us, it doesn’t need to
do anything else, because they are already
marked for the French market. On request,
we will provide it with the details of the CE
certification, and of the voluntary ENEC certification, issued by a third party, useful for
importing the goods to Serbia, which is not
European Union member state. Bear in mind
that to access the Serbian market, some lighting devices need national certification: in this
case, CB certification is very useful.
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The first step is to opt for a Domus Line product with cULus or cETLus certification. If the
devices are placed on the market in the USA
exactly as supplied by us, it doesn’t need to
do anything else, because they already have
certification marks for the United States market. It needs to be remembered that some
lighting products might need national certification to access the Indonesian market: in
this case, having CB certification is a great
help.

How should a furniture accessory distributor
wishing to import Domus Line lighting devices
to Saudi Arabia go about it?
First of all, it needs to choose a Domus Line
product with CB certification. It will then have
to give us all the details for the proforma invoice for the articles to be imported. We will
then activate the procedure for issue of the
CoC (Certificate of Conformity) for the shipment, thorough the organisations authorised
by the Saudi authorities. Once we have received authorisation to ship, further to an inspection at our location if necessary, we will
dispatch the material with the CoC certification together with the various documents.

Let us imagine that a German wardrobe manufacturer, which produces in Poland, wishes
to export its products, complete with Domus
Line lighting devices, to Russia. What will it
have to do?
Firstly, it needs to choose a Domus Line product with EAC certification. It will then have to
enclose a copy of the EAC certificates we supply with the technical and commercial documentation for our products sent to the Russian customer. If necessary, and if requested
by the Russian customer, we will apply to the
relevant certification body for a letter of representation and authenticated copies of the
certificates, to be collected from the Moscow
office of our certification partner.

What are the procedures to be followed by a
furniture accessory distributor wishing to import Domus Line lighting devices to Australia?

For details on certified product collections,
please refer to the relevant catalogues at
www.domusline.com

If it intends to import devices with mains voltage of 240Vac, it needs to choose an RCM certified Domus Line product. If it is also interested in distributing very low voltage devices,
at 12Vdc or 24Vdc for example, it must choose
Domus Line articles with CB certification.

For further information and any advice on the
certifications, markings and import and export
procedures for our products, please contact
compliance@domusline.com
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Global Market Access:
wherever your goods
are headed, we have
the right credentials.
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